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5.11.1 Introduction

The geomagnetic field measured at Earth’s surface
includes contributions from sources internal and
external to the planet. The main field – that gener-
ated by magnetohydrodynamic processes in Earth’s

liquid iron outer core – exhibits spatial and temporal
variations that can be observed directly today via
surface, aeromagnetic, and satellite measurements,
and indirectly over geological timescales via rema-
nent magnetization in crustal rocks. This chapter
deals with the geometry of the geomagnetic field
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and its temporal variability as recorded in volcanic
and sedimentary rocks over the past few million
years. The focus of the chapter is the information
provided by directional records, as historically these
have been the main contributing data sets. A
complete understanding of paleofield behavior
requires measurements of the full vector field – that
is, both direction and intensity, and we discuss
paleointensity data in this context. (A detailed review
of paleointensity data is provided in Chapter 5.13.)
We focus attention on the time period 0–5Ma. This
interval bridges the gap between the past few hun-
dred or few thousand years for which global,
continuously time-varying field models can be con-
structed, and long paleo timescales (tens of million
years and longer for which data sets are sparse and
geographical information is limited. Paleomagnetic
data for the past 5My provide sufficient temporal
and spatial coverage to enable regional and global
investigations; although we shall see that most of the
debates surrounding field behavior stem from the
need for improvements and additions to current
data sets.

Characterization of magnetic field behavior on
105–106 year timescales is required to understand
not only the evolution of the geodynamo, but also
interactions among crust, mantle, and core processes.
From an observational perspective, knowledge of the
temporal evolution of the magnetic field globally
provides essential context for understanding specific
aspects of field behavior. Examples include whether
there are conditions (e.g., low or variable intensity)
under which magnetic reversals are more likely and
how magnetic reversals relate to the overall temporal
spectrum of field variations. Paleomagnetic data play
an important role in tectonics – from studies of local
or regional rotations to global plate reconstructions.
Their usefulness depends critically on the validity of
a very simple model for the long-term average mag-
netic field direction.

Electromagnetic coupling between the inner and
outer core, together with the very presence of the
inner core, affects the geometry of fluid flow in the
outer core. The tangent cylinder – a hypothetical
cylinder coaxial with Earth’s rotation axis and tan-
gent to the inner core at the equator – separates
regions in the inner and outer core in which the
fluid flow and the resulting magnetic field are
expected to be quite different. The inner core has
been suggested as the cause of some of the features
seen in historical field models (see, e.g., Bloxham et al
(1989) and Jackson et al (2000)), and as providing

needed stability against reversals (Hollerbach and
Jones, 1993a, 1993b; Gubbins, 1999), although this is
debated (Wicht, 2002). Intersection of the tangent
cylinder with the core–mantle boundary (CMB)
occurs at latitudes of !70", and an obvious question
is whether there are observable differences in the
paleomagnetic field at latitudes above and below
this at Earth’s surface, although sampling locations
are clearly restricted. The presence, geometry, and
strength of the field preserved in ancient (Archaean)
rocks (Hale and Dunlop, 1984) provides a leading
order constraint for the early thermal evolution of
our planet, including perhaps key insight into the age
and growth of the inner core (Labrosse, 2003; Jaupart
et al., 2007). Posing testable hypotheses regarding
such earliest field behavior requires proper charac-
terization of ‘recent’ paleomagnetic field behavior
(past few million years). For example, several studies
have suggested that the onset of inner–core growth
might be diagnosed geomagnetically via a low
intensity field (Valet, 2003). However, what consti-
tutes a ‘weak’ field requires an understanding of the
mean global field strength over a range of timescales,
and this is a topic of intense debate (see Chapter 5.13)

Over timescales of millions of years and longer,
geomagnetic field spatial and temporal variability
may reflect not just the presence of the inner core
but also the nature of CMB thermal (Gubbins and
Richards, 1986; Merrill et al., 1990; Gubbins, 1988;
Bloxham and Jackson, 1990) and electromagnetic
(Runcorn, 1992; Clement, 1991; Laj et al., 1991;
Costin and Buffett, 2005) coupling. There is growing
evidence that the lowermost mantle is laterally
heterogeneous in physical and chemical properties
over a large range of spatial scales (see review in, e.g.,
Jellinek and Manga (2004)). Long wavelength ther-
mal anomalies, evidenced in seismic tomographic
images of the lower mantle, have been suggested to
account for some of the features observed in the
historical magnetic field (e.g., Bloxham et al., 1989),
leading to the speculation that such features might
persist over timescales consistent with mantle
convection. As we shall see, the question of whether
spatial variations in CMB conditions result in detect-
able signals in the 0–5My paleomagnetic record is an
area of considerable discussion.

Over the past decade, enormous advances have
been made in numerical simulations of the geody-
namo (see reviews in Roberts and Glatzmaier (2000),
Busse (2002), Kono and Roberts (2002)). Such simu-
lations have had remarkable success in capturing the
main qualitative features of the real field (dipole
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dominated, occurrence of reversals, some aspects of
temporal variability), despite their current inability
to operate in the parameter regime applicable to the
outer core. This success has, in turn, led to compar-
isons of dynamo simulations with paleomagnetic
observations (e.g., Glatzmaier et al., (1999)). Clearly
paleomagnetic data provide important constraints for
future simulations; in particular in enabling compar-
ison of statistical aspects of real and simulated global
field behavior (McMillan et al., 2001; Bouligand et al.,
2005).

The temporal and spatial scales of variability in
Earth’s magnetic field provide insight into the under-
lying magnetohydrodynamics of the outer core, and
into how the dynamics of that system are affected by
its boundaries at the inner core and the mantle.
Determining those spatial and temporal variations
requires geographically distributed data over a
range of timescales. We deal here with paleomag-
netic data on timescales of tens of thousands to
millions of years; thus we are examining processes
that have a signature at Earth’s surface over periods
much longer than core overturn times. Our interest is
in both the time-averaged field (TAF) geometry and
the temporal variations about that long-term average.
The most basic approximate description of the field
over time is that due to a geocentric axial dipole
(GAD): we examine temporal variations in the field
(paleosecular variation (PSV)) and long-term time-
averaged departures from GAD (the TAF).

The chapter is organized as follows. In the
remainder of the introduction we provide further
background and motivation, specifically for studies
of PSV and the TAF. We then outline some of
the essential concepts that are needed to navigate
the material that follows and the relevant literature
(Section 5.11.2). In Section 5.11.3 we review global
data sets that have been used in global and regional
TAF and PSV studies. In Sections 5.11.4 and 5.11.5
we summarize global models for PSV and the TAF.
The review is not exhaustive, we highlight contribu-
tions that exemplify the major viewpoints of the
community as they evolved. We analyze the impor-
tant issues related to data sets and modeling
approaches that have led to differing conclusions in
the literature (Section 5.11.6). Several reviews of the
TAF have been published previously (Merrill et al.,
1996; McElhinny et al., 1996; Merrill and McFadden,
2003), but the concluding remarks in these reviews
represent one interpretation of existing models. We
discuss the current status of both modeling and

database efforts (Section 5.11.6) and (Section 5.11.7)
offer some thoughts on future directions.

5.11.1.1 The Geocentric Axial Dipole (GAD)
Approximation

The geomagnetic field at Earth’s surface can be
approximated by that due to a dipole at Earth’s
center and aligned with the rotation axis. The instan-
taneous field shows significant departures from this
GAD approximation (e.g., present magnetic north is
not co-located with geographic north); however, over
geological timescales it might be expected that tem-
poral variability in the field means that such
departures will average to zero. Using the statistical
methods developed by Fisher (1953), Hospers (1954)
showed that, averaged over several thousand years,
GAD provides a good approximation to the observed
magnetic field. Opdyke and Henry (1969) used
observations of paleomagnetic directions from
deep-sea piston cores to demonstrate that the GAD
approximation has held over the past 2.5My
(Figure 1). It is now well known that Earth’s field
can be described to first order by GAD, oriented in
either its current (normal) or reverse configuration.
The GAD approximation has been heavily exploited
in tectonic studies and is central to models for plate
reconstruction.

5.11.1.2 Paleosecular Variation

The magnetic field generated in the outer core exhi-
bits variability on all timescales. PSV describes the
temporal variations in the paleomagnetic field, for
which observations are of course obtained at Earth’s
surface. While the upper bound on timescales asso-
ciated with PSV is clearly the age of the geomagnetic
field itself, the term ‘PSV’ is often used in the context
of characterizing field variations during stable polar-
ity periods. Furthermore, the use of the term PSV
usually carries the implicit assumption that only var-
iations in direction will be discussed. These rather
arbitrary (and limiting) separations of timescale and
components of the field vector arise from the histor-
ical availability of specific data types, and a desire to
distinguish temporal variations during stable polarity
periods from geomagnetic reversals.

PSV is studied via time series of field variations or
via statistical descriptions of paleomagnetic records
with incomplete age control. These provide quite
different measures of temporal variations. Secular
variation can be defined as the rate at which the
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field changes, qtB
!
(Courtillot and Valet, 1995; Love,

2000), and time series of paleomagnetic observations
allow this to be assessed. Relative paleointensity or
direction from long sediment cores are candidates for
time series analyses, especially the use of spectral
estimation techniques. However, even when such
data sets exist, characterization of PSV is far from
straightforward due to issues such as age calibration,
smoothing of the magnetic field during remanence
acquisition, and the comparison of data from different
geographical locations. In contrast to sedimentary
records, lava flows provide geologically instanta-
neous recordings of the paleofield, but the data
distribution is determined by the occurrence of vol-
canism and the present-day accessibility of flows.
Radiometric ages are typically available for only a
small percentage of flows sampled for paleomagnetic
purposes. Consequently, statistical methods must be
employed to assess PSV, via for example, the var-
iance in directions and/or intensity. These summary
statistics provide a measure of PSV, but no rate
information. (In cases where sequences of flows are
available, the correlations between vectors from
stratigraphically adjacent flows can provide some
rate information (Love, 2000)). Confusingly, the
paleomagnetic literature often refers to analyses
based on time series from sedimentary records as
‘PSV’ studies, and analyses based on spot recordings
from volcanic rocks as ‘PSVL’ studies (paleosecular
variation from lavas).

Here we use the term PSV to describe temporal
variations in the field manifest by the magnetic field
vector preserved in the rock record. We examine
directional and intensity records (ideally the full

vector field at any location) from lavas or sediments.
Of particular interest are geographical variations in
PSV: are differences recorded inside and outside the
tangent cylinder, and are there longitudinal, as well as
latitudinal variations? Also important to understanding
PSV is the issue of how variations in direction are
related to variations in intensity (e.g., Love, 2000).

Analyses of the paleomagnetic power spectrum
(Barton, 1982; Constable and Johnson, 2005) indicate
a continuum of temporal variations, but of interest
historically has been the question of whether one can
usefully characterize PSV over a specified timescale.
Barton (1982) used sediment records to suggest that
timescales of at least 103 years provided reasonable
estimates of PSV, more recent studies suggest at least
104–105 years (Carlut et al., 1999; Merrill and
McFadden, 2003). One of the major difficulties in
understanding the temporal and spatial scales
of PSV is the limited and uneven distribution of
paleomagnetic data.

5.11.1.3 The Time-Averaged Field (TAF) –
Departures from GAD?

While the GAD approximation describes most of the
structure in the geomagnetic field, it has been known
for some time (Wilson, 1970, 1971) that the paleo-
magnetic record displays small but persistent
departures from GAD. Records of paleodirection
from Europe and Asia were found to have time-
averaged pole positions that showed an offset from
geographic north; specifically poles that were far-
sided (on the other side of geographic north relative
to the observation location) and right-handed
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Figure 1 Inclination data from the deep sea sediment cores of Opdyke and Henry (1969) (filled circles) for the Brunhes (left)
and Matuyama (right) epochs. Solid line is the inclination predicted by a geocentric axial dipole (GAD) field.
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(eastward of the observation location for normal
polarities). Far-sided pole positions result from
time-averaged values of inclination that have a
small negative bias compared with the GAD predic-
tion (Figure 2). Wilson (1970, 1971) interpreted the
deviations from GAD as due to a dipole offset north-
ward along the rotation axis, although this is of
course a nonunique solution.

Departures of the time-averaged geomagnetic
field (TAF) from GAD are a topic of this chapter.
An issue that becomes immediately apparent is
whether in fact there is a stable TAF geometry, in
other words whether the process by which the mag-
netic field is generated is statistically stationary. Even
if this is not the case, the question remains as to over
what intervals the field should be averaged in order
to provide useful information.

Over the historical period, AD 1590–1990, satel-
lite, observatory, and survey measurements of the
geomagnetic field have permitted the construction
of a spatially detailed, temporally varying magnetic
field model, GUFM1 (Jackson et al. (2000), and see
also, e.g., Bloxham et al. (1989) and Bloxham and
Jackson (1992)). A representation of the time-aver-
aged structure can be obtained by averaging the
model over its respective time interval. The radial
component of the magnetic field, Br, is shown in
Figure 3 after downward continuation to the surface
of Earth’s core under the assumption that the mantle
is an insulator. The field due to GAD is also shown
and displays only latitudinal structure. GUFM1 has
significant non-GAD structure, which has been
extensively discussed elsewhere ( Jackson et al.,
2000), and is thought to be influenced by the pre-
sence of the inner core and by lateral heterogeneity
in the lowermost mantle. Regions of increased radial
flux at high latitudes, commonly referred to as flux
lobes, have persisted in much the same locations for
400 years. Low radial field over the North Pole has
been interpreted as a manifestation of magnetic ther-
mal winds and polar vortices within the tangent
cylinder (Hulot et al., 2002; Olson and Arnou, 1999;
Sreenivasan and Jones, 2005, 2006). Equatorial flux
patches that are pronounced in the time-varying
version of GUFM1 and in modern satellite models
(e.g., Hulot et al., 2002), and that appear to propagate
westward in the Atlantic hemisphere, are attenuated
in the 400 year temporal average. Overturn times for
fluid motions in the outer core are on the order of a
few hundred years, and thus the persistence of
features over 400 years in GUFM1 suggests that
magnetic field generation in the outer core may be
influenced by the inner core and outer core bound-
aries. Of particular interest in the context of other
areas of deep Earth geophysics have been suggestions
of inner core/outer core electromagnetic and core–
mantle thermal coupling (Bloxham et al., 1989;
Jackson et al., 2000). If conditions at the CMB are
important, then the timescales associated with these
will be those of mantle convection, and some of the
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Figure 2 (a) Stable polarity continental sediment and lava
flow VGPs from 72 sites for the past 25My (data are the AF
demagnetized data of Wilson, (1971)). Center of the
projection is the geographic pole, contours are virtual
geomagnetic pole (VGP) latitudes of 80" and 70". VGPs are
plotted as if all the sites were on a common site longitude,
taken here as 0". VGPs are seen to plot on the far-side of
geographic north, compared with the common observation
site longitude. The so-called right-handed effect is also
seen – VGPs appear to plot on average eastward of 180".
(b) Upper Tertiary inclination data from Wilson (1970) (solid
circles). Solid line is the predicted inclination as a function of
latitude from a GADmodel. The dashed line is the predicted
inclination for a dipole with an offset r¼ 306km (Wilson,
1970). The observed inclinations are systematically
shallower than those predicted by GAD, and are better
matched by the offset dipole model.
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steady features in GUFM1 might be expected to
persist over the past few million years, albeit damped
by PSV.

5.11.2 Essential Concepts

In this section we cover some of the essential
concepts needed to navigate the PSV and TAF
literature. Some are soundly based in mathematical
formulation; others are (for better or worse) conven-
tions that have been adopted to assist the analysis of
paleomagnetic data.

5.11.2.1 Paleomagnetic Observations

Paleomagnetic observations comprise records of
ancient field direction and intensity recorded in

sedimentary and igneous rocks. Paleodirections are
specified by declination, D, and inclination, I
(Figure 4). Declination is the angle between the
field vector projected onto the horizontal plane and
geographic north. Inclination is the dip of the mag-
netic field vector from the local horizontal.
Paleodirections are related to the local north (X),
east (Y), and down (Z) magnetic field elements as
follows:

D ¼ tan – 1 Y

X

! "
; I ¼ tan – 1 Z

X 2 þ Y 2ð Þ1=2

 !

½1(

Ideally one would like a measure of the full vector
field; however a consequence of practical difficulties
inherent to obtaining intensity measurements (see
Chapter 5.13) is that current data sets spanning the
past 5My are dominated by paleodirections. Lava
flow data are (D, I) pairs, but lack of azimuthal
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orientation information means that often only I mea-
surements are available for deep-sea sedimentary
cores. The former provide intermittent or spot read-
ings of the paleofield, the latter provide continuous
time series of observations. Figures 5 and 6 show
typical representations of each of these data types;
specific data sets are discussed in Section 5.11.3.

Neel theory (1949) suggests that under certain
conditions the thermal remanent magnetization
(TRM) acquired by, for example, lava flows can be
reproduced in the laboratory, allowing measure-
ments of absolute paleointensity. In practice, such
data are more difficult to acquire than paleodirec-
tions due to alteration of the sample during the
laboratory procedure. In sedimentary rocks, rema-
nence is acquired during deposition and
compaction, and unlike the case for lava flows no
theoretical basis exists for absolute paleointensity
measurements. Instead, one measures the natural
remanent magnetization (NRM) of the sample and
normalizes by a proxy that can account for the
amount and type of magnetic carrier present. These
relative paleointensity data are easier to acquire,
although a whole field of study surrounds the choice
of normalizer (see Chapter 1.13), and the issue of how
best to calibrate relative to absolute paleointensity
has not yet been satisfactorily explored.

Details of paleomagnetic sampling techniques are
covered in Chapter 4. Typically, samples are drilled
in the field from individual lava flow or sedimentary
units. Each flow or sedimentary unit allows an esti-
mate to be made of the paleofield at a specific

location at the time of cooling (lavas) or compaction
(sediments). This is known as a site. At a given site,
multiple samples are collected to allow averaging of
directions to reduce the influence of measurement
error, in particular orientation error. These samples
are demagnetized in the laboratory to remove
(unwanted) secondary remanence. Important issues
for the use of paleomagnetic data in field modeling
studies are whether site-level measurement noise can
be adequately assessed, and whether overprints have
been removed.

5.11.2.2 Paleomagnetic Data Analysis

5.11.2.2.1 Comparing data from different
locations
For a GAD field, inclination and intensity of the field
will vary with latitude (!), with inclination predicted
by

tan I ¼ 2tan! ½2(

A standard approach in paleomagnetism is to calcu-
late the equivalent geocentric (but not axial) dipole
that would give rise to the observed site-level paleo-
direction. The pole position of this equivalent dipole
is known as a ‘virtual geomagnetic pole’ or VGP, and,
under the assumption of a geocentric dipole, is inde-
pendent of the site location. An alternative approach,
proposed by Hoffman (1984), but used less frequently
is to compute the direction, D9, I9, relative to the
expected GAD direction at the site. An example of
a data set represented by D, I pairs, D9, I9 pairs, and
VGP positions is shown in Figure 7. D, I pairs from
175 lavas (115 normal polarity, 60 reverse polarity)
from Hawaii are shown (there is no significance to
the choice of data) plotted on an equal area projec-
tion. The closed (open) circles represent projections
onto the lower (upper) hemisphere and for Northern
Hemisphere sites represent normal (reverse) polari-
ties. The GAD predicted direction at the mean site
location is given for normal (reverse) polarities by the
filled (open) red triangles. Azimuth on the figure
represents declination, measured clockwise from
north; distance from the center of the figure gives
inclination, where the center of the figure is I¼ 90".
On average the directions are shallower than GAD (a
negative inclination anomaly), most obvious visually
in the reverse polarity data. Some directions are quite
far from the GAD prediction. The VGP equal area
projection gives VGP longitude (azimuth) and lati-
tude (distance from center, with center being 90").
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Figure 4 Geomagnetic field elements – local orthogonal
components north, east, and down, and paleomagnetic
measurements of declination, D and inclination, I.
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Several directions in this data set would be regarded
as transitional (VGP latitudes less than 45"), and are
also seen to be quite anomalous in the D9, I9 repre-
sentation. Note that the shape of the distributions in
all three figures appear different because of the non-
linear mappings involved in converting D, I to VGP
or to D9, I9.

5.11.2.2.2 Measures of PSV and the TAF
Global studies of PSV and the TAF have used data
sets for which temporal control is incomplete, and so
summary statistics are needed to characterize the
field. Given a collection of N sites, that span a suffi-
ciently long time period to enable an estimate of PSV
and the TAF, the TAF can be described via the mean
direction at a given location, and PSV via the var-
iance (dispersion) in the field.

The paleodirection specified by a (D, I) pair can
be expressed as direction cosines:

x ¼ cosD cos I ; y ¼ sinD cos I ; z ¼ sin I ½3(

Given a set of N pairs of D and I measurements, the
unit vector mean direction has direction cosines

X ¼ 1

R

XN

i¼1

xi ; Y ¼ 1

R

XN

i¼1

yi ; Z ¼ 1

R

XN

i¼1

zi ½4(

R is the vector sum of the individual unit vectors,
given by

R ¼
XN

i¼1

xi

 !2

þ
XN

i¼1

yi

 !2

þ
XN

i¼1

zi

 !2" #1=2
½5(

X, Y and Z from eqn [4] can be used in eqn [1] to
estimate the mean declination, D, and inclination,

ODP 983 record: (60.4° N, 23.6° W)(a)
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Figure 5 Example of sediment record (a) core photo, (b) –(e) time series of observations. In (d) dashed red line is the
inclination predicted by GAD. The large variability in declination compared with inclination is due to the high site latitude.
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I, for the set of N directions. Interest in the time-
averaged field stems, quite naturally, from the desire
to quantify departures from GAD (if any). A TAF
direction is usually expressed in terms of its deviation
from that predicted at the site location by GAD, that
is, in terms of the inclination anomaly (!I) and
declination anomaly (!D), where

!I ¼ "I – IGAD; !D ¼ "D ½6(

IGAD can be calculated from eqn [2] and DGAD¼ 0.
The nonlinear mapping between the field direc-

tion (D, I) at a particular site and the latitude, !, and
longitude, " of the VGP position, means that the
scatter caused by variations in the field manifests
itself differently in the VGP frame of reference
from the (D, I) frame of reference (Figure 7).
Consequently, a decision has to be made as to
which frame of reference is to be used. Historically,
discussions of PSV have used the VGP frame of
reference. A mean VGP position can be calculated
as for the mean direction using eqns [3]–[5] and the
procedure described above. An angular standard
deviation, S, can be defined, as

S ¼ 1

N – 1

XN

i¼1

Y2
i

 !1=2

½7(

where Yi is the angle between the ith direction
and the sample mean, and again N is the number
of sites. Approaches vary among studies: sometimes
the scatter about the mean VGP (computed
from the data themselves) is calculated, often the
scatter is calculated assuming that the mean VGP
coincides with geographic north (the GAD
hypothesis). This difference in approach is in fact
significant and the choice is critical in the
development of models of PSV (McFadden et al.,
1988).

The scatter, S, calculated as above, can be assessed
at the site level in which case it measures within-site
error (SW). If the site properly represents a single
point in time then SW should represent only our
own measurement errors plus errors caused by
imperfection in the original recording mechanism of
the rock; it should not include any variation due to
changes in the geomagnetic field itself. The scatter
ST, again calculated as above, but using the indivi-
dual site means from several sites in a PSV study as
the observations, then gives the total scatter; this is a
combination of the within-site scatter and the scatter
caused by the variation of the geomagnetic field from
site to site, referred to as the between-site dispersion,
SB. This between-site scatter is a measure of PSV and
is given by

S2B ¼ S2T –
S2W
n

½8(

where n is the average number of samples measured
at each site. Eqn [8] can be modified to account
explicitly for unequal numbers of samples at each
site:

SB ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N – 1

XN

i¼1

Y2
i –

S2Wi

ni

! "vuut ½9(

SWi
is the within-site dispersion determined from the

ni samples at the i9th site.
Alternative statistics used to describe PSV

include standard deviation in inclination/declina-
tion (#I, #D, respectively), and the root mean
square angular deviation of paleodirections (Sd).
Site-level intensity measurements are usually con-
verted to the equivalent virtual axial dipole
moment (VADM) (see Chapter 5.13), and variations
in intensity are quantified by, for example, the
standard deviation in VADMs.

North

Figure 6 Lava sequence from the Southwest Rift zone of
Kilauea Volcano, Hawaii. Paleomagnetic directions shown
in the equal area plot represent samples taken from sites
surrounding Kilauea with ages from the mid-Pleistocene to
the Quaternary. (Data are a subset of the compilation in
Lawrence et al., 2006.) The direction predicted by GAD is
shown in red. Paleomagnetic directions in the equal area
plot are specified by declination (azimuth clockwise in plot
from North) and inclination (radial distance, where the
center of the plot is I¼90" and the circumference is I¼ 0").
Photograph courtesy of Roi Granot.
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5.11.2.3 Global Field Models: Spherical
Harmonic Representation

Models of the geomagnetic field can be constructed
using a spherical harmonic representation. The mag-
netic scalar potential in a source-free region due to
an internal field obeys Laplace’s equation, and can be
written as

# r ; $; "; tð Þ ¼ a
X1

l¼1

Xl

m¼0

a

r

$ %l þ 1

* gml tð Þcosm" þ hml tð Þsinm"
& '

Pm
l cos $ð Þ ½10(

where gl
m(t) and hl

m(t) are the Schmidt partially nor-
malized Gauss coefficients at a time t, a is the radius
of the Earth, r, $, and " are radius, colatitude, and
longitude, respectively, and Pl

m are the partially nor-
malized Schmidt functions. l is the spherical
harmonic degree and m is the spherical harmonic

order. The magnetic field, B
!
, is the negative gradient

of the potential #, so

Br ¼ –
q#
qr

; B$ ¼ –
1

r

q#
q$

; B" ¼ –
1

r sin$

q#
q"

½11(

For paleomagnetic purposes (where we assume a
spherical reference surface) the relationship between
the local coordinate system in Figure 4, and the
spherical coordinate system is Br¼+Z, B$¼+X,
and B"¼Y.

A given field model is specified by the
Gauss coefficients gl

m(t) and hl
m(t). The m¼ 0 terms

correspond to spherical harmonic functions with
no azimuthal structure – that is, they are axially
symmetric or zonal. Such fields have predicted
declinations of zero. g1

0, g2
0, and g3

0 are the
Gauss coefficients representing the axial dipole,
axial quadrupole, and axial octupole terms,
respectively.

D, I

VGP D ′, I ′

North

Figure 7 Equal area projections of a data set from Hawaii (see text for description) to show (D, I) projection (top figure) with
GAD prediction, representation in terms of VGP positions (lower left), and representation in (D9, I9) coordinates. Directions that
have large angular deviations from GAD can be seen in the top figure, and are manifest as VGPs with latitudes less than 45"

(dashed circle) and (D9, I9) coordinates that plot far from the center of the (D9, I9) figure. Solid (open) circles represent normal
(reverse) directions.
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Paleomagnetic observations, D, I, and intensity,
are all nonlinearly related to the Gauss coefficients
and because of limited temporal information it is not
currently possible to determine the variation of these
coefficients as a function of time. Instead, paleomag-
netic field modeling to date has typically involved
two approaches: (1) the use of mean field directions
along with parameter estimation or inversion to esti-
mate mean values for gl

m and hl
m over time intervals of

interest – TAF models, and/or, (2) specification of
the variance in the Gauss coefficients a priori and
forward modeling of summary statistics (e.g., SB)
for PSV.

5.11.3 Data Sets

In this section we review paleodirectional data sets
that were designed to be suitable for global and/or
regional TAF and PSV studies. We document
compilations spanning at least the Brunhes normal
polarity chron (past 780 ky) and as long as the past
5My. As much of the discussion surrounding TAF
and PSV modeling is related to issues of data
distribution and quality we summarize the selec-
tion criteria used in each study. We mention
paleointensity data sets briefly – the reader is
referred to Chapter 1.13 for further details – but
we note that good quality paleointensity data will
provide important constraints in future PSV and
TAF research.

For paleomagnetic data to be useful for TAF
or PSV studies the following criteria need to be met:

1. The sampling sites should not have been subjected
to tectonic effects since the acquisition of mag-
netic remanence.

2. A sufficient number of temporally independent
sites, N, need to have been sampled, covering a
time period of at least 104 years (and preferably
longer), to minimize bias in estimates of PSV and
the TAF.

3. Multiple samples per site (n) should have been
taken to allow assessment of within-site error.

4. The remanence should have been established as
primary via laboratory cleaning (demagnetization).

Because of the historical desire to examine PSV
during stable polarity periods as a distinct entity,
separate from reversals, transitional data (those that
deviate greatly from GAD) have been excluded
from PSV and TAF studies. The measure used to
assess whether a paleodirection is transitional is

the VGP latitude; various choices for a VGP lati-
tude that discriminates between these two states
have been proposed (Vandamme, 1994;
McElhinny and McFadden, 1997), but whatever
the choice, the distinction is artificial, and purely
for convenience.

We review data sets based on paleodirections
from lavas and sediments separately. Lava flows
offer the advantage of declination and inclination
observations, but temporal information is poor in
older collections (e.g., often only the polarity chron
is known, and there is little information on the time
interval spanned by a series of sites at a given
location). Deep-sea sediment cores provide sampling
in the ocean basins, but the lack of declination infor-
mation, means that in practice only latitudinal
variations in the TAF and PSV can be assessed with
these data. Furthermore, the deep-sea sediment cores
considered below are piston cores with no indepen-
dent orientation information. The advantage offered
by these data though is a better temporal average
due to smoothing during remanence acquisition, and
the possibility of estimating the time interval spanned
by a core of a given length if sedimentation rates are
known.

5.11.3.1 Global Database – Paleosecular
Variation from Lavas (PSVRL) Database

To date the most comprehensive lava flow
database assembled for PSV studies is that of
McElhinny and McFadden (1997), hereafter
MM97. It comprises data from 3719 lava flows
and thin dikes covering the peroid 0–5 Ma. The
restriction to lava flows and dikes ensures that data
are from igneous units that cooled quickly and for
which the paleodirection is an instantaneous
recording of the field.

This database, known as the PSVRL database,
grew out of a series of IAGA-sponsored databases
(Lock and McElhinny, 1991; McElhinny and Lock,
1993, 1996), and preceeding data sets, the earliest of
which was that of McElhinny and Merrill (1975).
The goal of this database was to be as inclusive
as possible and so only 2 samples per site (n¼ 2)
were required, and data subjected to any level
of laboratory demagnetization were accepted.
A demagnetization code was assigned to all sites, this
DMAG code varies between 1 (no cleaning) and 4
(modern lab methods, typically employed in most
studies from the early 1990s onward). At a given loca-
tion, 5 sites (N¼ 5) were considered sufficient to
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estimate PSV and the TAF, and stable polarity data
were defined as those with VGP latitudes greater
than 45".

The geographical distributions of normal (0–5Ma)
and reverse (0–5Ma) data are shown in Figure 8.
MM97 argue that because modern magnetic cleaning
methods are required to remove secondary overprints,
only the DMAG¼ 4 data are suitable for TAF and
PSV modeling – these data comprise less than 12% of
the database and are from only 8 distinct locations
(Figure 8). As part of their assessment MM97 listed
many previous studies that should be replaced by new
data, subjected to current lab protocols for demagne-
tization; this list has led to many of the recent
paleomagnetic sampling efforts.

5.11.3.2 Other Global Lava Flow Data Sets

Several other lava flow data sets have been assembled
for TAF and PSV modeling. We summarize two here;

those of Quidelleur et al. (1994) and Johnson and
Constable (1996), hereafter Q94 and JC96, respec-
tively. Together with the PSVRL database, these two
data sets have formed the basis for most of the TAF
and PSV studies over the past 13 years. Both were
built on the compilation by Lee (1983), adding newer
references from the published literature.

Q94 and JC96 contain many data in common; over
50% of the data in JC96 are included in Q94. Q94
includes more data than JC96, as criteria associated
with the number of samples per site, n, and the cutoff
VGP latitude for transitional data, were less strin-
gent. The number of samples per site needed to assess
within-site error has been a subject of debate. In the
absence of systematic noise, the uncertainty in
the site mean direction should decrease as 1=

ffiffiffi
n

p
,

and the estimation of a variance requires at least 3
samples per site. JC96 required n¼ 3 and this results
in the exclusion of many sites, notably large numbers
of data from Iceland and other strategic locations in

Normal polarity data, GPMDB

Reverse polarity data, GPMDB

Figure 8 Geographical distribution of normal and reverse polarity sites in the PSVRL database (McElhinny and McFadden,
1997). All data (black triangles), DMAG 4 data only (red stars). Note that there are very few distinct locations (8 normal polarity,
6 reverse polarity) with data that meet current laboratory protocols.
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the context of global data coverage. For a site with
n> ncutoff, choices as to what constitutes large within-
site error also differ among studies. Measures of
within-site error usually assume that paleofield
directions at a given location can be represented by
a Fisher distribution. (The Fisher distribution is the
analog, for vectors on a unit sphere, of the two-
dimensional normal distribution (Fisher, 1953)).
Some studies define a within-site error requirement
based on k, the best estimate of the Fisher precision
parameter, % (Fisher, 1953):

k ¼ n – 1

n – R
½12(

where n is the number of samples at the site, and R is
defined in eqn [5]. The precision parameter is the
analog, for vectors on a unit sphere, of the inverse of
the variance of a two-dimensional normal distribu-
tion. Other studies use the size of the 95% cone of
confidence, &95:

&95 , 140"ffiffiffiffiffi
kn

p ½13(

We do not belabor differences among the Q94 and
JC96 data sets as the collective contribution of sam-
pling efforts by the paleomagnetic community over
the past decade are already resulting in global data
sets that supersede these existing compilations in
number and quality (see Section 5.11.7).

The data set of Q94 comprises 3179 lava flows,
that of JC96 2187 records. The number of distinct
locations reported in each study are 86 (Q94) and 104
(JC96), although about 50 of those in JC96 differ by
less than 1" spatially. Both data sets contain about
twice as many normal polarity records as reverse
data, and the data sets are dominated by Brunhes
age paleodirections. The spatial and temporal distri-
butions of JC96 are shown in Figure 9 and 10; those
for Q94 are not shown but are similar. Northern
Hemisphere data coverage of both JC96 and Q94 is
reasonable, especially for the 0–5Ma normal polarity
data combined. Reverse polarity data provide poorer
spatial coverage. Coverage of the Southern
Hemisphere is limited, in part because the data sets
only include land-based observations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9 Geographical data distribution of 0–5Ma lava flow data set of Johnson and Constable (1996). (a) Brunhes (blue
stars) and 0–5Ma normal polarity data (black triangles); (b) 0–5Ma reverse polarity data.
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5.11.3.3 Recent Regional Lava Flow
Compilations

Several recent studies have combined new paleo-
magnetic data with ‘legacy’ data (i.e., data sets
already included in, e.g., the PSVRL database) to
produce large regional data sets. Six compilations
published to date are for paleomagnetic directions
from the NW and SW USA (Tauxe et al., (2004a,
2004b, 2003), respectively), Mexico (Mejia et al.,
2005; Lawrence et al., 2006), Hawaii, the South
Pacific and Reunion (Lawrence et al., 2006). These
data sets, combined with other studies will provide
greatly improved lava flow data sets for TAF and
PSV studies, and we return to this in Section 5.11.7.

5.11.3.4 Sedimentary Records

Deep-sea sediment cores fill a large gap in the
geographical distribution of PSV/TAF data. For
deep-sea cores the time interval spanned for a given
core can be estimated via mean sedimentation rates,
and so the time-averaging at each location is better
controlled than for lava flows. The sedimentation
rate, along with type of laboratory methods used (in
particular whether pass-through magnetometers are
used) determines the along-core sampling interval
for which adjacent samples can be considered
temporally independent.

The first compilation of deep-sea sediment cores
was the piston core data set used by Opdyke and
Henry (1969) to demonstrate the validity of the
GAD approximation over the past )2.5My. This
was expanded and improved by Schneider and Kent
(1988, 1990), with the goal of investigating small, but
long-lived departures from GAD. The data set of

Schneider and Kent (1990), hereafter SK90, com-
prises piston-cores from the low-mid latitudes
(Figure 11) and contains 176 cores with Brunhes
data and 125 cores with Matuyama data. The stan-
dard error in inclination for each core is typically on
the order of 1", however as shown in Johnson and
Constable (1997) this does not reflect the strong
regional variability in inclination estimates. For lava
flow data this variability might be caused by inade-
quate temporal sampling at one or more sites;
however sediment cores should provide a good
time-averaged field direction because the record is
almost continuous and a large number of sample
directions are averaged to give an inclination anom-
aly for each core. Regional variability in inclination
anomalies recorded by sediments suggests inconsis-
tency among the observations; this can be caused by
inadequate demagnetization of some cores, and by
nonvertical coring. Cores from the North Pacific
region appear to be particularly inconsistent
(Johnson and Constable, 1997). These cores were
some of the first piston cores to be collected and
were demagnetized in low alternating fields
(5–15mT compared with 15–40mT for some later
cores (SK90), and may contain viscous overprints.

Inclination records provided by more recent, very
long drill cores (such as those of the Ocean Drilling
Program (ODP) and Deep Sea Drilling Program) will
contribute greatly to PSV and TAF studies in the
future (Section 5.11.7). For example, 15 cores world-
wide contain data that span several thousand years or
more in the period 0–2My (Valet et al., 2005) and
provide not only relative paleointensity records, but
also inclination data. In some cases cores or core
sections are sufficiently well oriented to provide
absolute declination.
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Figure 10 Age distribution of JC96 lava flow data (left) and SK90 sediment data (right). Polarity chrons are delineated by
vertical dashed lines: B, Brunhes; M, Matuyama; Ga, Gauss; Gi, Gilbert.
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5.11.4 Paleosecular Variation

The study of PSV has been a major part of paleo-
magnetism over the past four decades. In some cases
it is possible to examine continuous sedimentary
records using traditional time-series analysis
approaches (for an early paper see, e.g., Creer et al.
(1983)). More commonly, analyses rely heavily on
statistical approaches where the variance in the field
is quantified. The two most commonly used descrip-
tions are the angular dispersion in field directions,
SD, or the angular dispersion in the VGPs, SB (eqn
[8]). Globally, VGP dispersion has been observed to
increase with latitude (see red symbols in Figure 12)
and the form of this increase has motivated many of
the PSV models to date. Regionally, one of the ear-
liest-noted signatures of PSV was low SB at Hawaii,
as reported by Doell and Cox (1963, 1965). This
observation was interpreted as low variability in the
nondipole contributions to the field, and combined
with observations from the historical record
(Bloxham and Gubbins, 1985) led to the suggestion
of persistent low non-dipole fields in the Pacific: the
so-called ‘Pacific Dipole Window’.

The statistical approach inherent in using SB, or
some other summary statistic for field variability,
circumvents the lack of detailed age control and the
absence of time series of observations that are inevi-
table in working with lava flows from disparate
locations. An additional view, continued until
recently, was the idea of characterizing ‘typical’
PSV as distinct from reversals or excursions.

Early models for PSV attributed secular variation
to three sources: variations in the direction of
the dipole (dipole wobble), variations in the intensity
of the dipole wobble, and variations in the nondipole
field. Later statistical descriptions have used
present-day properties of the field to constrain PSV
models; for example, McFadden et al. (1988) used the
present-day field to establish the general form of a
VGP dispersion curve, while Constable and Parker
(1988) used the present-day power spectrum as a
constraint on the paleopower spectrum. It is impor-
tant to note that none of these models are based on
any physical theory: earlier models were based on the
empirical observation that most of the power in the
paleofield observed at Earth’s surface can be
accounted for by a geocentric dipolar field structure,

(a)

(b)

Figure 11 Geographic distribution of Brunhes and Matuyama piston cores in the Schneider and Kent (1990) data set:
(a) Brunhes polarity piston cores; (b) Matuyama polarity piston cores.
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while later models are based on statistical properties
of the field.

5.11.4.1 Early PSV Models

The earliest global PSV models considered dipole
wobble (models A (Irving and Ward, 1964) and B
(Creer et al., 1959; Creer, 1962)), and were followed
by a suite of models that considered both dipole
wobble and nondipole variations: (models C (Cox,
1962), D (Cox 1970), E (Baag and Helsley, 1974), M
(McElhinny and Merrill, 1975) and its modification

(Harrison, 1980), F (McFadden and McElhinny,
1984)). For a thorough review of these studies the
reader is referred to the discussion in Merrill et al.
(1996).

McFadden et al. (1988) proposed a different repre-
sentation of PSV, in which they introduced the idea
of separating contributions to the variance in the field
into two parts – the dipole and quadrupole families.
This provided a direct link to the spherical harmonic
description of the field as the dipole family comprises
terms for which l – m is odd (i.e., asymmetric about
the equator) and the quadrupole family comprises
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Figure 12 Comparisons of predictions of three statistical paleosecular variation models with 0–5Ma paleointensity data of
Tanaka et al. (1995) and the 0–5Ma directional data JC96. (a) Model CP88, (b) Model CJ98, (c) Model CJ98.nz. The left panels
show the cumulative distribution functions for the paleointensity data (solid) andmodel (dashed), where the 100 simulations of
the model are run with the same site distribution and number of data per site as in the intensity data set. The right panel shows
VGP dispersion, ST, as a function of latitude for the JC96 data set (red) and the models (black). The data are averaged in
latitude bands, and the mean dispersions along with the 1 standard deviation error bar are shown. For the models 10
simulations at each data site are shown.
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terms for which l – m is even (symmetric about the
equator). The VGP dispersion due to the quadrupole
family is constant with latitude, whereas that due to
the dipole family varies linearly (from zero at the
equator) up to a latitude of 70". McFadden et al.
(1988) used this form for VGP dispersion to establish
the dipole and quadrupole family contributions to
PSV for the period 0–5Ma. Their model G has
survived remarkably well as a reasonable description
of one measure (SB) of PSV. One of the important
aspects of model G, was its attempt to tie PSV statis-
tics to dynamo theory, specifically mean-field
dynamos in which the magnetic field solutions sepa-
rate into the dipole and quadrupole families. We
return to possible links between PSV and dynamo
models in Section 5.11.7.

5.11.4.2 Giant Gaussian Process (GGP)
Models

In the same year that model G was proposed, an
alternative approach was put forward by Constable
and Parker (1988). They proposed that the power
spectrum of the present field be used as a guide in
constructing models for paleosecular variation. In
CP88 PSV is described by statistical variability of
each Gauss coefficient in a spherical harmonic
description of the geomagnetic field, with each coef-
ficient treated as a normally distributed random
variable: the Gauss coefficients of the non-dipole
part of the field exhibit isotropic variability, and the
variances are derived from the present field spatial
power spectrum. CP88 and its descendants are known
collectively as GGP models. The dipole terms have a
special status in CP88, with a nonzero mean for the
axial dipole, and lower variance than predicted from
the spatial power spectrum. All non-dipole terms
have zero mean except the axial quadrupole.
Isotropic means that the statistical variations of
Gauss coefficients about their mean value do not
depend on the orientation of the coordinate system
in which the Gauss coefficients are defined. Apart
from the mean values the statistical distributions for
gl
m and hl

m vary only with spherical harmonic degree, l,
not with the order m. The isotropic variations in the
Gauss coefficients for the geomagnetic potential sug-
gest a secular variation model in which there is no
preferred directional dependence, but this isotropy
does not extend to the actual physical measurements
(X, Y, Z or D, I, F) of the local geomagnetic field.

One advantage of this model over earlier descrip-
tions is that it supplies a complete (albeit

oversimplified) description of the model field, even
though its only parameters are the means and var-
iances of distributions of Gauss coefficients. It allows
direct calculation or simulation of the expected dis-
tributions for any geomagnetic observable and these
can be tested against the distributions of available
observations.

CP88 was found to match distributions of declina-
tion and inclination taken from the data set of Lee
(1983). The most notable shortcomings of CP88 are
its inability to predict the observed form of SB with
latitude and its underprediction of the variance in
paleointensity data (Figure 12). Kono and Tanaka
(1995) showed that an isotropic model like CP88
cannot generate significant variations in VGP disper-
sion with latitude, but that extra variance in Gauss
coefficients of degree two and order one might gen-
erate the observed variation in VGP dispersion with
latitude. This idea was developed further by Hulot
and Gallet (1996) who suggested the dominance of
order one terms up to about spherical harmonic
degree four, emphasizing the need for anisotropy in
the field variations, and/or cross-correlations among
the Gauss coefficients. Quidelleur and Courtillot
(1996) carried out extensive simulations for available
data sites with a variety of different parameters for
the means and variances of the Gauss coefficients,
and concluded that the simplest modification to
CP88 compatible with observed VGP dispersion
required a standard deviation for the g2

1 and h2
1

terms about three times larger than for the rest of
the quadrupole terms.

Four parameters associated with CP88 can
be adjusted to fit the observations: & determines
the variance (#l)

2 for l¼ 2–12; additionally there are
the mean values of the axial dipole and axial quadru-
pole contributions to the field and the variance (#1)

2

in the dipole contributions to the field. These
parameters reflect constraints on the model imposed
by the observations; for CP88 the values of the
average axial quadrupole term, and the dipole
terms’ variance were chosen to fit the paleodirec-
tional data set of Lee (1983). g01 was arbitrarily set to
30 mT, and the variance of the nondipole terms was
derived from the white spectral fit for the nondipole
present field.

Constable and Johnson (1999) proposed variations
on CP88 in which anisotropy in the variability in the
Gauss coefficients was introduced. This was moti-
vated by the desire to examine models in which
proxies for homogeneous versus heterogeneous
CMB conditions could be introduced. The
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incorporation of large variance in the axial dipole,
and in the nonaxial quadrupole Gauss coefficients, g2

1

and h2
1, results in predictions that provide an

improved fit (over CP88) to the latitudinal form of
VGP dispersion and the distribution of paleointen-
sity data in the Tanaka et al. (1995) data compilation
(Figure 12). The resulting variance in paleomagnetic
observables depends only on latitude (zonal models),
unless the variance in h2

1 is different from that in g2
1

(nonzonal models). Specific candidate models
discussed in the paper are CJ98 and CJ98.nz. While
the particular model CJ98.nz is an end member of a
possible choice of nonzonal models, it demonstrates
several aspects of PSV that could be tested with
such models, given sufficiently good data sets
(Figure 13). Nonzonal (longitudinal) variations in
PSV such as the high secular variation associated
with the flux lobes seen in the historical magnetic
field are simulated by such nonzonal models.
VGP dispersion is rather insensitive to longitudinal
variations in structure of PSV, whereas other mea-
sures such as inclination dispersion have the potential
to be more informative. Finally, geographic varia-
tions in the frequency of occurrence of excursional
directions are predicted by nonzonal models, and
could eventually be tested against observed
distributions.

Tauxe and Kent (2004) suggested an alternative
approach to modifying CP88 to fit both intensity and
directional data. Rather than treating the dipole and
l¼ 2, m¼ 1 variances as special cases, they proposed
a different variance for the dipole and quadrupole
families (McFadden et al., 1988). The parameter ' in
their model (TK03) describes the ratio of the dipole/
quadrupole family variance. They also set the mean
value of the axial dipole term to be 50% of that used
in CP88, CJ98, and CJ98.nz, reflecting their view of a
lower global average value for paleointensity (Selkin
and Tauxe, 2000).

Hulot and Bouligand (2005) and Bouligand et al.
(2005) extended the symmetry ideas introduced by
Constable and Johnson (1999) further, providing the
mathematical constraints that a GGP model must
obey, if it is to satisfy spherical, axisymmetric, or
equatorially symmetric symmetry properties (see
Gubbins and Zhang (1993) for a discussion of sym-
metry properties of the dynamo equations). They use
the results of two numerical dynamo simulations –
one with homogeneous CMB conditions, and one
with heterogeneous CMB conditions (simulations
described in Glatzmaier et al. (1999)) – to demonstrate
that calculation of the mean and the covariance matrix

allowed the symmetry breaking properties introduced
by the CMB conditions to be identified correctly. This
lays some groundwork for analyses of PSV data,
assuming the ability to estimate covariance among
the Gauss coefficients.

5.11.5 The Time-Averaged Field

Following the observation that the GAD hypothesis
provides a first-order description of field behavior for
0–2Ma (Opdyke and Henry, 1969), studies of the
TAF geometry have addressed how good this
approximation is and the nature of any departures
from GAD. Such signals, while second order in mag-
nitude, may be profoundly important for
understanding the interplay of deep-Earth processes.
Several avenues of investigation are thus required:
(1) the detection of non-GAD structure, (2) discri-
mination among possible sources (real field behavior
vs, e.g., sampling bias or rock magnetic effects), and
(3) the explanation of any non-GAD field structure.
In this section we review studies of the TAF, focuss-
ing on the inferred non-GAD structure. We return to
the issues of discrimination and explanation in
Sections 5.11.6 and 5.11.7.

Models of the historical geomagnetic field
(Figure 3) suggest that the CMB region and
inner core affect both the TAF and its temporal
fluctuations (Bloxham et al., 1989). In the early
1990s, reports that magnetic records of reversals
showed VGP paths that were confined to two long-
itude bands (Clement, 1991; Laj et al., 1991) caused
much controversy in the paleomagnetic community
(Valet et al., 1992; McFadden et al., 1993; Prévot and
Camps, 1993). The apparent coincidence of these
longitude bands with the static flux lobes seen in
the historical field models, and with seismically
high lower mantle velocities in tomographic
models available at the time was interpreted as the
influence of lower mantle thermal conditions on core
flow and field generation during reversals. The scar-
city of records of field reversals and the debate about
their fidelity, prompted a series of studies of the
paleomagnetic TAF during stable polarities to
investigate the persistent non-GAD structure in the
field.

Studies of the TAF have focused on the past 5My
due to the availability of global data sets (Section
5.11.4), with sufficient data to investigate both normal
and reverse polarity periods. Departures of the TAF
direction from GAD at any location are small (on the
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order of a few degrees), and so restricting studies to
the past 5My means that plate motion corrections
can be performed with sufficient accuracy to distin-
guish magnetic field behavior from geographic
effects.

5.11.5.1 Early Studies

Studies by Wilson and colleagues (Wilson, 1970,
1971) noted small departures from GAD in the
TAF recorded by sediments and lavas. Inclination
data appeared shallower than the predictions of
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Figure 13 Predictions for various summary statistics for PSV at Earth’s surface. Left column shows predictions of a zonal
PSV model (CJ98), right column predictions of a nonzonal model (CJ98.nz). Rows from top to bottom show VGP dispersion,
standard deviation in inclination, standard deviation in intensity, and percentage of excursional directions. (a) CJ98 vgp
dispersion (degrees); (b) CJ98.nz vgp dispersion (degrees); (c) CJ98 sd inclination (degrees); (d) CJ98.nz sd inclination
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percentage of VGP latitudes <45".
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GAD, with correspondingly far-sided VGPs
(Figure 2). Wilson’s interpretation was that these
data were best approximated by a dipole, offset
northward by )150–300 km from Earth’s center,
along the rotation axis. In addition, he noted that
the pole positions from volcanic rocks showed a
‘right-handed’ effect, corresponding to a persistent
nonzero declination, with a magnitude on the order
of 3"–5".

In a seminal contribution, Merrill and
McElhinny (1977) used time-averaged declination
and inclination anomalies (eqn [6]) from their glo-
bal compilation of paleomagnetic data to estimate
time-averaged values of the Gauss coefficients.
Their data set comprised D, I pairs from 101
normal and 31 reverse Quaternary (0–2Ma) and
70 normal and 64 reverse Pliocene (2–5Ma)
records, to which they added I data from 50 nor-
mal and 50 reverse polarity piston cores of Opdyke
and Henry (1969). Because of the incorporation of
sediment data, the geographical distribution was
quite good (see their figure 2). An analysis of
declination anomalies led the authors to conclude
that the right-handed effect is an artifact, resulting
from unevenly distributed, and insufficient, data.
Based on this conclusion, and on the desire to
use as large a number of data as possible in esti-
mating the TAF direction, the authors binned their
data into 10" latitude bands (separately for normal
and reverse polarities). Mean inclination anomalies
(possibly an arithmetic average of contributing
sites, as there is no specific mention of a vector
mean), along with the standard error were calcu-
lated for each bin. Predominantly negative
inclination anomalies were seen, with the greatest
signal ()5" for normal polarity, larger for reverse)
at low latitudes (Figure 14). This general observa-
tion has held for three decades. A zonal spherical
model was visually matched to the observed incli-
nation anomalies. The predicted inclination for a
zonal model, truncated at spherical harmonic
degree lmax, is given by

tan I ¼
Plmax

l ¼ 1 l þ 1ð Þg0l Pl cos $ð Þ
Plmax

l ¼ 1 – g0l P9l cos $ð Þ
½14(

where P9l cos $ð Þ ¼ dPl cos $ð Þ=d$ (see Merrill et al.
(1996), appendix B5 for details.) Merrill and
McElhinny (1977) used lmax¼ 3. Values for the
axial quadrupole, and the axial octupole, (g2

0, g3
0)

terms as a percentage of g1
0 were (5%, +1.7%) for

normal polarity and (8.3%,+3.4%) for reverse polar-
ity. The difference between the normal and reverse
time-averaged signature was shown to be statistically
significant. Lateral temperature variations in the
lower mantle (Dziewonski et al., 1987) were suggested
as a possible cause of the long-term non-GAD TAF
and the normal/reverse polarity asymmetry.

Schneider and Kent (1990) investigated the TAF
using only sediment cores because of the better time
averaging provided by a core as compared with a
limited number of lava flows of unknown ages.
They compiled and used an updated piston core
data set (Section 5.11.3.4) that was greater in number
than that used by Merrill and McElhinny (1977), and
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in which a larger percentage of cores had been sub-
jected to magnetic cleaning. For each core an average
inclination anomaly was calculated using a maximum
likelihood technique (McFadden and Reid, 1982).
A best-fit zonal TAF model truncated at spherical
harmonic degree 4 was calculated for Brunhes
and Matuyama separately, by minimizingPN

i ¼ 1

(
I iobs – I ipred(

2. Values for (g2
0, g3

0) as a percen-

tage of g1
0 were (2.6%, +2.9%) for the Brunhes and

(4.6%, +2.1%) for the Matuyama, again reflecting
the larger reverse polarity inclinations.

In summary, these early studies of the TAF
detected a latitudinal signal in inclination anomalies
from lavas and sediments, best fit by two-parameter
models. Models proposed included an axial quadrupole
contribution of 2.5% to 5% of the axial dipole term for
normal polarities, and about twice this for reverse
polarities. Axial octupole terms were generally on the
order of +1.5% to +3.5% of the axial dipole term.

5.11.5.2 The 1990s: Longitudinal Structure
in the TAF?

As motivated earlier, structure seen in historical field
models, along with the provocative suggestion of
lower mantle control on magnetic records of rever-
sals prompted interest in whether there is persistent
longitudinal structure in the field. Two independent
groups pursued this using the lava flow compilations
of Q94 and JC96. In contrast to the least squares
fitting, and/or grid search approaches of previous
studies, the tools of inverse theory (Parker, 1994;
Gubbins, 2004) were used to construct spherical har-
monic models that fit the observations, but that also
possess minimum structure. The results of the two
groups are documented in a series of papers –
Gubbins and Kelly (1993); Johnson and Constable
(1995, 1997, 1998); Kelly and Gubbins (1997)
(hereafter GK93, JC95, JC97, JC98, KG97,
respectively).

GK93 modeled the normal polarity average field
structure using the data set of Q94 for the past 2.5My,
and a technique similar to that applied to the historical
data (Bloxham et al., 1989). In a parallel study, JC95
used the JC96 data set, and a different inversion algo-
rithm to model the Brunhes, 0–5Ma normal and
0–5Ma reverse polarity data. The 0–2.5Ma normal
polarity model of GK93, along with their preferred
model in a later paper (KG97) and the 0-5Ma normal
polarity model of JC95 are remarkably similar, both
displaying some features seen in historical field,

notably the presence of two Northern Hemisphere
flux lobes (Figure 15). The JC95 Brunhes polarity
model contains less structure, interpreted as resulting
from the smaller data set. As in previous zonal models
for the TAF, JC95 found larger deviations from GAD
during reverse polarities: this is seen in the raw inclina-
tion anomaly observations. Both groups followed up
these results with studies that include sediment data,
and in the case of KG97 also some intensity
data (Tanaka et al., 1995). Because only inclination
data are available from sediments, models that include
these data are smoother than their lava-flow-only
counterparts (JC97; KG97). Several tests of the robust-
ness of the results were conducted: for example JC97
showed that purely zonal models could not fit the lava
flow data, and they conducted bootstrap estimates of
uncertainty to demonstrate resolvable features in their
models. As the discussion of structure in these TAF
models is helped by comparing maps of the radial field,
Br, at the CMB, JC97 also showed how the geographi-
cal distribution of observations of declination and
inclination samples Br at the CMB.

In a series of subsequent papers, longitudinal
structure in TAF models was discussed at length.
McElhinny et al. (1996) noted that the time-averaged
declination anomalies were not statistically distin-
guishable from zero, and so argued that if any
nonzonal features exist they are too small to be
reliably resolved with the then-available data. The
authors advocated zonal model fits to latitudinally
averaged inclination anomalies, as in Merrill and
MElhinny (1977). Carlut and Courtillot (1998) used
the JC95 code to investigate TAF models for both the
Q94 and JC96 data sets, truncating their inversions at
degree and order 4. They found values for the axial
quadrupole, compatible with other studies and in the
range of 3.5–5.5% of the axial dipole term, and con-
cluded that model coefficients are not significantly
different from zero below a threshold of 300 nT,
rendering only these two terms robust. However,
some of these conclusions result from the truncation
level used in implementing the inversion algorithm,
rendering the resulting models more akin to those
derived from truncated least squares, than smooth
inversions.

Thus, regularized inversions of paleodirections
from lava flows, and from lava flow and sediment
data combined, result in nonzonal models for the
TAF, with longitudinal structure that bears some
resemblance to that seen in the historical field.
Different views exist as to the robustness of this
structure: we discuss some of the underlying issues
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in Section 5.11.6, and in Section 5.11.7 offer some
suggestions for future work that can address this
question.

5.11.5.3 Recent Studies: Joint Estimation
of PSV and the TAF

Recent global time-averaged field studies have begun
to assess another issue – that of whether inversions of
the TAF direction alone can result in a bias due to
the influence on the TAF of PSV. Statistical models
of the type described in Section 5.11.4.2 produce
non-Fisherian distributions of directions locally
(Khokhlov et al., 2001; Tauxe and Kent, 2004;
Lawrence et al., 2006), as has been observed in data
sets (Tanaka, 1999; Lawrence et al., 2006).

Hatakeyama and Kono (2001, 2002) invert for both
the TAF and PSV using the JC96 data set. They
conclude that the nonzonal TAF structure in their
resulting models is not robust and find an average
axial quadrupole )4.3% of the axial dipole term,
similar to that found in other studies. They find a
PSV model with large variance in the degree 2, order
1 terms, as proposed in several PSV models (see
Section 5.11.4.2). However, the absence of paleoin-
tensity data in the inversion results in their PSV
model having insufficient variance in the dipole
terms. In Section 5.11.6, we discuss the issue of bias
resulting from the absence of paleointensity data and
the implications for TAF investigations. We return to
joint PSV/TAF models in Section 5.11.7, as the
simultaneous estimation of PSV and the TAF is
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Figure 15 Normal polarity field models (a) GK93, based on lava flow data of Q94, (b) JC95, based on lava flow data of JC96,
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likely to be an important aspect of future paleomag-
netic field models.

5.11.6 Discussion

In this section we first address technical issues that
give rise to many of the discussions surrounding PSV
and the TAF. Some are driven by the existing data
sets, others by differences in modeling approaches.
We then summarize the successes and limitations of
current models with respect to understanding paleo-
field behavior.

5.11.6.1 Issues in PSV and TAF Modeling

The number, distribution, and quality of existing glo-
bal paleomagnetic data sets are the underlying cause
of much of the debate surrounding regional variations
in PSV and persistent non-GAD structure in the
0–5Ma field. Specific aspects of the debate (e.g., the
merits of one data set vs another) have been discussed
elsewhere (e.g., Carlut and Courtillot, 1998; Merrill
et al., 1996; McElhinny and McFadden; 1997); here we
review the general issues and how they have led to
different conclusions in the literature. Some of these
issues are being directly addressed in new data sam-
pling and laboratory efforts.

It is important to remember that early (1960s and
1970s) paleomagnetic data were collected to investi-
gate, for example, magnetic polarity and the GAD
hypothesis, not to pursue the kinds of studies we wish
to conduct now. Hence the kind of data coverage, and
quality that we require from data sets today, simply
does not exist in some of these earlier, but quite large
collections.

Below we address issues that arise from four
sources: (1) data distribution – temporal and spatial,
(2) data quality, (3) bias due to the lack of intensity
data, and (4) modeling approaches.

5.11.6.1.1 Data sets: temporal sampling
This is perhaps the most thorny issue in studies to
date, and can be subdivided into two problems at any
location: (1) whether paleodirections span a long-
enough time interval to provide a reliable estimate
of PSV and the TAF; and (2) whether site mean
paleodirections are temporally independent. For
deep-sea sediment cores, neither of these problems
is acute, since a time series of observations is avail-
able for a given core. However, the uneven, and
discrete nature of lava flows, means the situation is

quite different. Data sets from different locations
globally may all have data of Brunhes polarity age,
but may sample different, and quite short, parts of the
polarity chron. While 104 years has been loosely used
as a time interval thought to be sufficient to charac-
terize PSV (Merrill et al, 1996; Carlut et al, 1999;
Johnson and Constable, 1996), other studies (Merrill
and McFadden, 2003) suggest that at least 105 years
are necessary. Studies of the paleomagnetic power
spectrum (Constable and Johnson, 2005) indicate that
different estimates of PSV might be obtained by
averaging over, say, 103 versus 106 years. Whatever
the case, significant improvements could be made by
having data that sample the same, known time inter-
val at different locations globally. Obtaining
radiometric ages was not previously a routine part
of paleomagnetic PSV/TAF data collection efforts;
this has changed recently with )20% of flows being
dated on average in a given study (Johnson et al.,
2007).

Temporal independence is also problematic for
lava flow sites, since thick sequences can be erupted
in very short time intervals, and paleodirections from
one flow to the next are often serially correlated.
Unfortunately the problem is worst at places where
there are large amounts of data such as Hawaii and
Iceland. In a ‘catch-22’, the more conservative view-
point then attributes any non-GAD structure in
regions with greatest data sampling to ‘too much of
the same’. Inadequate temporal sampling will lead to
biased mean directions, and artificially low estimates
of PSV. This is the root of most of the discussion
surrounding the evidence for long-term anomalous
TAF and PSV at Hawaii (e.g., McElhinny et al., 1996),
and the resulting Pacific/Atlantic hemisphere asym-
metries in paleofield models. It is then a matter of
philosophy as to how to analyze the data. Johnson
and Constable (1997) advocate careful data selection
(omitting the lava flow sequences that are the most
problematic) and test for bias by ‘thinning’ data sets
from lava flow sequences to reduce the effect of
oversampling. A conservative approach is to attribute
all the longitudinal variation in the mean field direc-
tion, at a given latitude, to poor temporal sampling of
the data and to small undetected tectonic movements
(e.g., McElhinny et al., 1996), and to advocate only
TAF and PSV models that are a function of latitude.

5.11.6.1.2 Data sets: spatial distribution
The geographical distribution of paleomagnetic data
spanning a prescribed time interval affects existing
TAF and PSV models differently. Most global PSV
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models prescribe statistics that vary only as a func-
tion of latitude. For these models, the spatial
distribution of data is reasonable, although Southern
Hemisphere coverage is poor compared with its
Northern Hemisphere counterpart. TAF models,
especially those that investigate nonzonal structure
discussed in Section 5.11.6.2, are affected by differ-
ences in not only the spatial distribution, but also the
type of contributing data sets.

Equation [9] gives the solution to Laplace’s equa-
tion in terms of spherical harmonic functions, and for
a particular set of spherical harmonic coefficients
allows calculation of the resulting potential or asso-
ciated magnetic field at any point outside the
assumed source region in Earth’s core. An alternative
way of writing the magnetic field at Earth’s surface is
in terms of the Green’s function for Br(ŝ), the radial
magnetic field at the CMB:

B
!
ðr!Þ ¼

Z

S
G
!
ðr!jŝ ÞBr ðŝ Þd2 ŝ ½15(

The Green’s functions for the field elements X, Y,
and Z have been published several times in the geo-
magnetic literature (see, e.g., Gubbins and Roberts
(1983) and Constable et al. (1993)).

Paleomagnetic observations – declination, incli-
nation and intensity, F, – are nonlinear functionals
of Br(ŝ), so one can formulate linearized data kernels
that describe how these observations respond to
changes in Br(ŝ) (Johnson and Constable, 1997).
These data kernels can be used to indicate the
response of D, I, and F to departures from an axial
dipole field configuration. They vary with geo-
graphic location (Figure 16). Importantly, sampling
of Br(ŝ) at locations other than immediately below the
observation site is obtained. Declination provides
longitudinal information, preferentially sampling
Br(ŝ) at locations east and west of the observation
location. Inclination observations at the equator pre-
ferentially sampling Br(ŝ), directly beneath the
observation site, but at non-equatorial site locations,
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Declination 30° N

Declination 60° N

Inclination 0° N
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Inclination 60° N

Intensity 0° N
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Figure 16 Sampling kernels to show how observations of D, I, and F at the surface sample the radial field at the CMB. Color
scale denotes relative sampling: darker regions are sampled more heavily than lighter ones. Positive(negative) Br is shown in
red(blue). Declination observations provide the best longitudinal coverage; inclination(intensity) observations preferentially
sample Br at the CMB at lower(higher) latitudes than the observation site, except at the equator.
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sampling of Br(ŝ) is biased toward lower latitudes. In
contrast, intensity data at nonequatorial sites provide
maximum sampling of Br(ŝ) at latitudes higher than
the observation latitude.

The CMB sampling offered by a particular data set
can be investigated by summing the magnitudes of the
contributions from the kernels for each sampling loca-
tion. This is done by assuming that each location
contributes an estimate of the TAF – in other words,
one observation of the time-averaged inclination and,
for lavas, one of the time-averaged declination. In
Figure 17 we show this sampling for the JC96 normal

polarity lava flow distribution and the JC96 plus SK90
sediment data distribution. The longitudinal coverage
provided by the declination information from lavas is
apparent. The sediment data sample mainly low lati-
tude regions, and this sampling dominates the
combined lava plus sediment data set, explaining the
smoother field models, and reduction in high latitude
structure in these joint data set inversions. A somewhat
different picture of CMB sampling is obtained if one
sums the contributions from the sampling kernels for
each site – this would be appropriate for inversions
where site level data, rather than time-averaged
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Figure 17 Sampling of the CMB defined by the sampling function in Johnson and Constable (1997), and reported in the text
here. Maps show the relative sampling of Br at the CMBbymeasurements from (a) sediment cores (I only, SK90), (b) lava flows
(I and D, JC96), and (c) sediments and flows. Notice that the large number of sediment cores with only inclination data
focusses sampling at low-mid latitudes and accounts for models based on lavas and sediments with less nonzonal and less
high latitude structure than models based on lava flow data alone.
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directions, are inverted. Clearly, in such a picture,
locations with many contributing sites (such as
Hawaii) would dominate CMB sampling.

5.11.6.1.3 Data quality
Reliable PSV and TAF models require that at the site
level, mean paleodirections must represent the pri-
mary remanence, and within-site error should be a
minimum. As discussed earlier, estimates of within–
site error require several samples per site.
Traditionally two or three samples per site were
taken in the field, much of the discussion in the
literature has been about whether sites with fewer
than 3 samples should be used in field modeling.
Today )10 samples per site are typically taken in
the field and, after laboratory cleaning, site mean
directions are usually obtained for 5–10 samples.
Simulations from statistical PSV models also suggest
that at least 5 samples per site are desirable (Tauxe
et al., 2003). Similarly, as stepwise demagnetization
procedures and the estimation of directions by prin-
cipal component analysis have become routine,
concern about data contaminated by overprints is
decreasing.

Assuming sufficient samples per site and removal of
overprints, the question then is how and whether data
should be excluded on the basis of poor quality. As
already noted, two measures of data quality are the
cone of 95% confidence about the mean direction,
&95, and k (eqns [12] and [13]) and choices for both
have been used in assembling data sets. Recent studies
suggest that a cutoff of k¼ 100 (i.e., including only data
with k>100 assures a robust estimate of the TAF and
PSV (Tauxe et al., 2004; Lawrence et al., 2006; Johnson
et al., 2007)). Until now, TAF studies have discarded
poor quality data; obviously in the future a better
approach is a more appropriate choice of data weights.

5.11.6.1.4 Transitional data
Another selection criterion used in generating PSV
and TAF models is to discard transitional data. For
PSV models this is done on the basis that a few sites
with low latitude VGPs can significantly increase the
estimate of dispersion, and that field behavior during
such times may be distinct from that during stable
polarities. This effect is shown in Figure 18, using
simulations from a modified version of the statistical
model CJ98, in which a TAF of GAD was prescribed
(instead of GAD plus an axial quadrupole as in CJ98).
Directions were simulated at 5" latitude increments,
with 10 000 sites at each latitude. VGP dispersion was
calculated using sites with VGPs greater than a

specified VGP cutoff, where the latter was varied
from 55" to +90". A VGP latitude cutoff of +90"

includes all data, even those that may in fact be of
opposite polarity, hence the large increase in disper-
sion. The VGP dispersion curves for VGP latitude
cutoffs of 0", 45", and 55" show an overall increase in
dispersion as lower latitude VGPs are permitted, and
also shows that the increase itself is latitude depen-
dent. The use of a VGP latitude cutoff is not ideal,
since the identification of two classes of field beha-
vior – transitional versus stable polarity – is arbitrary.
With more comprehensive and accurately dated data
sets one could explore the influence of temporal
sampling and what happens with the appropriate
representative sampling of transitions, but this is
still not possible with current data sets.

5.11.6.1.5 Bias from unit vectors
It has long been known (Creer, 1983; see also discus-
sion in Merrill and McFadden (2003)) that biased
estimates of direction are obtained when unit vectors
are averaged. If full vector measurements of the field
are available then the resultant vector, R, of eqn [5] is
modified as follows:

R ¼
XN

i¼1

bixi

 !2

þ
XN

i¼1

bi yi

 !2

þ
XN

i¼1

bizi

 !2" #1=2
½16(

where bi are the contributing individual intensities.
PSV results in a distribution of bi at any given loca-
tion, so the unit vector mean is not equal to the full
vector mean. The bias in the mean direction inferred
from unit vectors depends on the statistics of the
PSV, and in general there is no closed-form analyti-
cal solution for this. Love and Constable (2003)
provide an analytical solution for the bias in
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Figure 18 Effect of VGP latitude cutoff on estimate of
VGP dispersion. Simulations use statistics prescribed in
PSVmodel CJ98, but with GAD as the TAF field. 10 000 sites
at each latitude were simulated. The total VGP dispersion
(assuming zero within-site error) was computed for VGP
latitude cutoffs of 55" (black), 45" (blue), 0" (green)
and +90" (brown).
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inclination, obtained by averaging only measure-
ments of inclination, when the underlying statistics
of PSV are given by a locally isotropic process (equal
variances in Bx , By , and Bz).

Here we show the kind of bias that might be
expected on the basis of our current understanding
of 0–5Ma PSV. We first use the statistical model
CJ98, but with a TAF of GAD, to simulate the
apparent inclination anomalies obtained by aver-
aging unit vectors, for a range of VGP cutoffs
(Figure 19(a)). Inclination anomalies are well
approximated by an apparent axial octupole

signature as noted previously (Creer, 1983; Merrill
and McFadden, 2003), with a magnitude of 2–3% of
g"1, depending on the choice of VGP latitude cutoff.
For a VGP latitude cutoff of 45", declination anoma-
lies are close to zero except at high (greater than 75")
latitudes, and they show no longitudinal dependence
(Figure 19(b)).

We examine the dependence of the bias on the
partitioning of variance in the statistical PSV models,
by comparing CJ98 with TK03 (Figure 19(c)). For a
VGP latitude cutoff of 45", CJ98 results in bias
approximated by that due to an axial octupole term,
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Figure 19 Simulations from PSV statistical models to show bias as a function of latitude incurred by averaging of unit
vectors. (a) Apparent inclination anomaly for CJ98, using a TAF of GAD and four choices of VGP latitude cutoff: 55" (red), 45"

(blue), 0" (green), and+90" (brown). Predictions for an axial dipole plus axial octupole field are shown by dashed curves, with
g3
0¼ 2%g1

0 (smaller magnitude anomalies) or g3
0¼3% g1

0 (b) Apparent declination anomaly computed along five lines of
longitude: 0" (red), 45" (blue), 90" (green), 135" (brown), and 180" (orange). (c) Apparent inclination anomaly using a VGP
latitude cutoff of 45" for four prescriptions of PSV – CJ98 (blue triangles, as in Figure 19(a)), TK03 (red triangles), modified
TK03, with &¼17.6, '¼ 1 (red stars – note that this is essentially CP88), modified TK03 with &¼0.75, '¼40.5 (red crosses).
(d) Apparent inclination anomaly, colors as in (a), for a modified version of TK03 in which &¼15 and '¼7.6, i.e., twice their
values in TK03. Dashed lines as in (a), long dashed line (largest amplitude inclination anomaly) is for g3

0¼ 10% g1
0.
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g3
0¼ 2%g1

0; TK03 suggests a larger (3%) axial octu-
pole term, although the shape of the apparent
inclination anomaly is less well described by only
an axial octupole term. We also simulate the bias
obtained by two modified versions of TK03. In the
first the variance in the dipole family is increased, at
the expense of the variance in the quadrupole family.
We set the parameter & of TK03¼ 0.75 and ' of
TK03¼ 40.5; the choice of & and ' is made so as to
keep the total variance in the spherical harmonic
degree one terms constant, and as predicted by
TK03. This results in little change in the bias com-
pared with that obtained from TK03. In the second
experiment we set '¼ 1, and &¼ 17.6, allowing
equal variances in the dipole and quadrupole
families. Note that this is essentially model CP88,
one that predicts VGP dispersion that is invariant
with latitude. This results in a lager magnitude bias at
low-mid latitudes, and a latitudinal dependence that
is less well modeled by only a g3

0 signature. Finally,
we show how the magnitude of the bias could change
if the overall level of PSV were higher. We double
values of & and ' given in TK03. (This results in
values for VGP dispersion that range from 14" at the
equator to 22" near the poles, higher but not greatly
so, than those predicted by TK03 or CJ98 – see blue
crosses in Figure 18). The resulting bias in inclina-
tion is shown in Figure 19(d) for the values of VGP
cutoff, used in Figure 19(a). The higher PSV results
in similar magnitude (on the order of 1" bias) for
VGP cutoffs around 45", compared with that pre-
dicted by TK03, but the structure in the bias is no
longer described by an axial octupole. VGP cutoffs of
+90" result in a bias that is reasonably approximated
by an axial octupole, but one that has a magnitude of
10% of g1

0. We note that this has interesting implica-
tions for paleofield investigations for older times, for
which plate motion corrections are not possible. In
such cases it may not be possible to distinguish
excursional or reverse polarity directions, and large
axial octupole terms could erroneously be inferred.

In summary, the bias incurred by averaging of unit
vectors is zonal, and thus cannot be invoked to argue
against longitudinal structure in TAF models. It is
small, but of similar magnitude at some latitudes to
the observed zonal non-GAD signature. For the past
5My it is likely that the bias is reasonably approxi-
mated by an axial octupole term, g3

0¼ 2–3% of g1
0,

when low-latitude VGP sites are excluded from ana-
lyses. However, this is not so for other PSV scenarios,
in particular cases in which the overall level of PSV is
increased.

5.11.6.1.6 Modeling approaches
Some of the differences among existing studies are
related to modeling approaches. Studies that bin data
in latitude bands can of course only examine zonal
models for the TAF – that is, ones lacking longitudinal
structure. Another difference lies in the philosophy as
to how one should define ‘simple’ models. In the
parameter estimation approach (least squares or grid
searches) models are found that have minimal para-
meters but that fit the data (McElhinny, 2004). In the
inverse theory approach, ‘simple’ models are described
via a smoothness or regularization criterion (e.g., mini-
mizing the power in the non-GAD coefficients).
Models are found that fit the data to within a specified
tolerance, but that also have minimal structure in the
specified sense. The regularization results in smooth
models in regions where data coverage is sparse. To
ensure that the minimal structure model is found, the
spherical harmonic truncation level must not be set
too low. This difference in truncation levels is one of
the causes of the differing interpretations of the same
data set (JC96) by Johnson and Constable (1997) and
Carlut and Courtillot (1998). Different philosophies as
to how to choose the Lagrange multiplier – the rela-
tive importance of the regularization constraint – also
exist (see discussions in Johnson and Constable (1997)
and Hatakeyama and Kono, 2002, along with Kelly
and Gubbins (1997) for three different approaches).
Various ways of assessing model uncertainties have
also been used: for example, examining the covariance
matrix (Kelly and Gubbins, 1997; Hatakeyama and
Kono, 2002), choice of a resolvable threshold level
for all spherical harmonic model coefficients (Carlut
and Courtillot, 1998), and nonparametric approaches
Johnson and Constable (1995, 1997).

5.11.6.2 Successes and Limitations of
Current TAF and PSV Models

PSV and TAF models to date have been quite suc-
cessful in fitting summary statistics (the mean and
measures of variance) of observations of paleodirec-
tion and intensity. The need for such models has
motivated the compilation of several global data
sets of directions recorded in lavas and sediments.
However several limitations and outstanding ques-
tions remain; most result from the issues raised in
Section 5.11.6.1.

Still unanswered satisfactorily is the question of
symmetries in the TAF and PSV: do longitudinal
and/or polarity asymmetries exist? This is important
to resolve since there is increasing evidence from
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numerical simulations, as well as centennial to mil-
lenial scale field models, that lateral heterogeneities
in the lowermost mantle influence magnetic field
generation in the core (Bloxham and Gubbins, 1987;
Bloxham, 2000; Olson and Glatzmaier, 1996).
Figures 20 and 21 show the current status in under-
standing the time average of the global magnetic
field on timescales of hundreds, thousands, and
millions of years. Figure 20 shows the geomagnetic
field averaged over three quite different time periods:
the past 400 years (model GUFM1 discussed earlier),
the past 7 ky (model CALS7K.2, (Korte and
Constable, 2005)) and three models for the past
5My. When averaged over 0–7 ka, CALS7K.2
shows longitudinal structure that suggests the pre-
sence of flux lobes seen in the historical field. The
radial magnetic field is attenuated in CALS7K.2
compared with GUFM1: the resolution and accuracy
is clearly inferior, but averaging of millennial scale
secular variation also plays a major role in subduing
the structure. Three quite different field models for
the past 5My are shown, spanning the range of

proposed geographical structure in the field. A purely
zonal model is shown in Figure 20(c), with a zonal
quadrupole contribution, g2

0, of 5% of g1
0. Figures

20(d) and 20(e) show model LN1 (lava flows only)
of JC95 and model LSN1 (lavas and sediments)
of JC97.

Figure 21 shows the signal expected at Earth’s
surface for the GUFM1, CALS7K.2, and LSN1 aver-
age field models, in the form of geographic variations
in inclination anomaly and declination anomaly. The
structure in the archeo- and paleofield anomalies is
rather similar (despite the very different data distri-
butions from which they are derived) and contrasts
with that seen in GUFM1. Note that the magnitude
of the signal decreases over longer timescales. From
Figure 21(f) we see that the average inclination
anomaly in LSN1 is rather small, and we can expect
the largest signal at equatorial latitudes. If this view of
the time-averaged field is approximately correct,
then at mid-to-high latitudes it will be difficult to
detect departures from GAD without large data sets
that provide accurate measures of !I.
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Figure 20 Time-averaged radial magnetic field, (Br), at the core–mantle boundary (CMB), on different timescales. Units are
mT. (a) Historical field: 1590–1990, Model GUFM1 (Jackson et al., 2000) (b) Archeofield: 0 – 7 ka, Model CALS7K.2 (Korte and
Constable, 2005), (c) Paleofield: 0–5Ma, axial dipole plus axial quadrupole field (see text), (d) Model LSN1 (Johnson and
Constable, 1997) (e) Model LN1 (Johnson and Constable, 1995).
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Long-lived longitudinal variations in PSV are
equally difficult to assess with current data sets and
modeling approaches. Low PSV in the Pacific, as
suggested by Doell and Cox (1963), has been refuted
by many on the basis of oversampling of short (and
hence unrepresentative) time intervals (e.g.,
McElhinny et al., 1996). On historical timescales
hemispheric differences in Atlantic and Pacific PSV
exist, with much greater secular variation in the
Atlantic (Bloxham and Gubbins, 1985; Bloxham
et al., 1989), and this has been suggested to extend
to the millennial paleomagnetic record (Johnson and
Constable, 1998; Gubbins and Gibbons, 2004; Korte
and Constable, 2005). Recent data compilations for
four regions at 20" latitude indicate that VGP dis-
persion at Hawaii is lower, but not significantly so,
than at Mexico or Reunion. The paleomagnetic
record of Pacific PSV is complicated because data
sets come primarily from Hawaii and French
Polynesia: the former have been argued to include
oversampling of short stable polarity intervals, but
the latter include unrepresentatively high sampling
of reversal records. The discussion in Section 5.11.4

along with Figure 13 indicates that detection of
regional variations in PSV requires measures other
than VGP dispersion, and clearly resolution of this
question requires the development of time-varying
field models.

The equations for the dynamo problem are such
that if B is a solution for the magnetic field then so is
+B. This means that polarity asymmetries are not
explained by dynamo theory, and so it has been
suggested that, like longitudinal TAF structure,
they may result from long-term spatially heteroge-
nous CMB conditions (Merrill and McElhinny, 1977;
Johnson and Constable, 1995, 1977; Kelly and
Gubbins, 1997). Others have argued (see review in
Merrill et al., 1996) that these result from overprints
in the reverse polarity data. Viscous overprints from
the current normal polarity period, should have a
different blocking temperature spectrum from the
primary remanence and modern techniques are cap-
able of removing these. Interestingly, many recent
data sets still have reverse polarity directions that
are farther from GAD than their normal counterpart
( Johnson et al., 1998, Tauxe et al., 2004b), although it
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Figure 21 Declination (a), (c), (e) and inclination (b), (d), (f) anomalies in degrees (deviations from GAD direction) at Earth’s
surface predicted frommodels for the three time intervals in Figure 20: (a) and (b) Model GUFM1, (c) and (d) CALS7K.2, (e) and
(f) Model LSN1. The scale bar for the historical field is twice that for the archeofield , and four times that for paleofield anomalies.
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is often true that the 95% confidence limits of the
two directions overlap.

Bias in existing TAF models can result from the
averaging of unit vectors. Simulations using the
statistical models of TK03 and CJ98 indicate that
for zonal TAF and PSV models this bias is manifest
as an inclination anomaly as a function of latitude
described by a g3

0 term with a magnitude of 2% of g1
0

(Johnson et al., 2007).
Recent work demonstrates that none of the existing

GGP models predict local directional distributions
that fit large regional data sets (Lawrence et al., 2006).
More generally, it is not yet clear whether Gaussian
distributions for the spherical harmonic coefficients
are appropriate. Comparisons with numerical dynamo
simulations (McMillan et al., 2001) and millenial-scale
time-varying field models (Korte and Constable, 2006)
demonstrate the kinds of tests that could be per-
formed, given a new generation of time-varying
spherical harmonic paleo field models.

5.11.7 Future Directions

5.11.7.1 Toward New Global Data Sets

Over the past decade significant effort has been
expended on the collection of 0–5Ma paleomagnetic
data from lavas. These new data differ in many ways
from previous data sets: more samples per site are

taken in the field, stepwise alternating field or ther-
mal demagnetization is routine, and radiometric
dating of sampled flows is increasingly an integral
component of the study. It is not possible to summar-
ize all the studies here, but we refer to one set of
studies targeted specifically to address questions of
global TAF or PSV behavior. The project known as
the ‘Time-Averaged Field Investigations’ (TAFI)
project has involved the collection of paleodirections
(and some intensities) from 883 lava flows at 17
locations (Figure 22). The TAFI study locations
were chosen to improve the geographical coverage
of 0–5Ma paleomagnetic directions at high latitudes
(Spitzbergen, Aleutians, Antarctica), and in the
Southern Hemisphere (various South American
locales, Easter Island, and Australia). Several of the
TAFI studies were conducted to replace previous,
inadequately demagnetized data. Samples in four
studies – Aleutians (Stone and Layer et al., 2006;
Coe et al., 2000), Antarctica (Tauxe et al., 2004a),
Easter Island (Brown, 2002) – were collected in the
1960s and 1970s, all other sites required new field
work. New radiometric dates, along with 95% uncer-
tainties have been obtained for 203 of the TAFI sites
(Johnson et al., 2007).

As mentioned earlier several regional compila-
tions have been published recently (the SW USA
(Tauxe et al., 2003), the NW USA (Tauxe et al.,
2004b), and 20" latitude (Lawrence et al., 2006)), and

Figure 22 Current status of global data sets for 0–2Ma paleomagnetic field modeling. The figure does not include all
individual PSV studies of lava flows, only those that were part of a recent multidisciplinary sampling effort (red circles, see
text). Blue stars indicate published regional compilations (see text) of directional information from lava flows. Black squares
are sediment cores included in either Sint800 or Sint2000. Green triangles are absolute paloeintensity data sites, where
Thellier–Thellier measurements with pTRM checks have been performed.
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several more are underway including Japan, New
Zealand, Iceland, and Germany. The published
regional compilations, combined with the TAFI
data set already results in a data compilation with
more than eight times the number of data in the
‘DMAG 4’ category of (McElhinny and McFadden,
1997). The incorporation of data from the regional
compilations in preparation will result in a new data
set that supersedes and replaces all of the MM97
DMAG 4 sites, and spans latitudes from 78" S to
65" N. In particular, the TAFI data significantly
improve coverage in the Southern Hemisphere.
This was previously restricted (using only MM97
DMAG 4 data) to three locations. The age distribu-
tion of even an interim global data set (Johnson et al.,
2007) indicates that it should now be possible
to examine field behavior during the Brunhes
and Matuyama chrons specifically, rather than need-
ing to average all 0–5Ma normal or reverse polarity
data. In addition, sufficient data may exist to examine
the period 0–100 ka, distinct from the rest of the
Brunhes.

Figure 22 also shows the distribution of two
other data types: records of absolute paleointensity
from the past 2My and deep-sea sediment cores
that span all or part of the past 2My for which
directional and relative paleointensity records are
available. The combination of these new lava flow
direction and absolute paleointensity data, and
sediment inclination (sometimes declination) and
relative paleointensity data provide exciting new
opportunities in global and regional field modeling.

5.11.7.2 A New Generation of
Paleomagnetic Field Modeling

Future paleomagnetic field models will be greatly
aided not only by the incorporation of the new, larger
data sets, but also by the joint modeling of multiple
types of data. This is nontrivial since much work
remains to be done in for example, how best to
calibrate absolute and relative paleointensity data.
The sampling kernels described in Section 5.11.6
demonstrate that the inclusion of absolute paleoin-
tensity data will aid sampling of Br at the CMB,
especially at high latitudes. The joint study of both
intensity and directional data will allow investigation
of whether directional variability is indeed less dur-
ing periods of higher field strength as has been
suggested (e.g., Love, 2000), and is hinted at (via
lower PSV and smaller deviations from GAD in the
TAF for the Brunhes compared with the rest of the

past 5My) in the !20" latitude compilation of
Lawrence et al. (2006).

While a good start on joint inversions of data for
TAF and PSV has been made, studies to date
(Hatakeyama and Kono, 2001, 2002) have solved
iteratively for the TAF and the PSV. In the algorithm
used in these studies an inversion for the time-
averaged Gauss coefficients is performed, followed
by an inversion for the variance in these coefficients,
and the procedure repeated until convergence.
Because the full inversion is nonlinear, it is unclear
to what extent this approximation is a satisfactory
approach. The heavy reliance on the GGP of
field modeling may in fact be unwarranted, as is
suggested by the inability of current statistical
models to match regional empirical directional dis-
tributions (Lawrence et al., 2006) and even some
global distributions (Khokhlov et al., 2001, 2006). In
the case of the 20" latitude data set of Lawrence et al.,
(2006), the empirical distributions cannot be fit
by simply adjusting the relative variance contribu-
tions to the PSV. Interestingly, a better fit is obtained
to the 20" latitude data set by reducing the ratio of
the dipole to quadrupole family variance ('/& of
Tauxe and Kent, 2004). Globally this implies less
variation in VGP dispersion with latitude, a conclu-
sion that is compatible with the recent (though still
incomplete) global data set reported in Johnson et al.
(2007).

This result suggests that future work should con-
sider inversions of regional distributions of (D, I, and
where possible F) for the local mean and variance in
the field. Love and Constable (2003) have already
demonstrated how to formulate the inverse problem
for locally isotropic (Gaussian) fields, given mixed
combinations of directions and intensities. A natural,
but substantive, extension of this work is to consider
local anisotropy. Clearly, at the very least, TAF
modeling efforts should include non-Gaussian
uncertainties in all the contributing data types and
the use of robust statistics. In principle, future PSV
models could also include temporal covariance esti-
mated from long time series of paleomagnetic
observations, as done by Hulot and Le Mouël
(1994) for the historical field.

It is clear that the separation of PSV from the TAF
is artificial and our understanding of how to deal with
reversal and transitional data is poor. Detailed regio-
nal studies of field behavior can examine the question
of field behavior over different timescales, via a com-
bination of different kinds of studies. Regional
paleomagnetic power spectra, along with estimates
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of PSV, and percentage of transitional/excursional
data may offer better insight than separate global
analyses of the TAF, PSV, or reversals. Such regional
studies are particularly needed to try to determine
longitudinal variations in field behavior that might
reflect CMB influences on field behavior, and to
characterize field behavior at high latitudes to under-
stand what if signatures of the influence of the inner
core are observable in the paleofield.

The statistical models for PSV offer some poten-
tially exciting avenues of investigation because they
can link analyses of paleomagnetic data themselves,
as well as the output from dynamo simulations. Some
such studies have been conducted (Glatzmaier et al.,
1999; McMillan et al., 2001), but much remains to be
done, subject of course to the caveats inherent in
interpreting current numerical dynamo simulations.
For example, the partitioning of dipole to quadrupole
variance during reversals versus stable polarity peri-
ods, as determined from dynamo simulations, might
provide an avenue to link or discriminate between
reversal statistics and PSV statistics in the paleomag-
netic record. One such recent study, confirming a
prediction by McFadden et al. (1988), is that of Coe
and Glatzmaier (2006) in which an inverse correla-
tion between the stability and equatorial symmetry of
the simulated field is reported, suggesting that rever-
sal rates may have been low when the inner core was
smaller than at present. This kind of study exempli-
fies the need to consider field behavior over a variety
of timescales.

An obvious long-term goal is to incorporate all the
disparate data types, along with their temporal infor-
mation and invert for time-varying paleomagnetic
field models, as is now possible on millennial time-
scales (Korte and Constable, 2005). This goal is still
some way off (at least if the results are to be
believed!), since much work is required to calibrate
and link the information provided by different data
sets, and to develop the needed modeling tools.
However, Figure 22 shows that the wealth of
recently collected high quality data affords exciting
avenues for future field modeling.

5.11.8 Concluding Remarks

The past two decades have seen an enormous transi-
tion in the kind of information we require from
paleomagnetic data. Earlier studies needed data of
sufficient quality to establish whether the GAD
approximation was a good first order description of

the paleomagnetic field. Deviations from GAD in the
TAF direction are small; typically on the order of a
few degrees, and good temporal control of data is
required to interpret them correctly. These more
stringent data requirements have necessitated the
collection of many new data. This is a time-consum-
ing and incremental process, but the ensemble effort
of the paleomagnetic community is just beginning to
result in global data sets that outstrip their predeces-
sors in number and quality, and that can enable a new
generation of field models.

Studies of the time-averaged field have provided
tantalizing suggestions for the persistence of long-
itudinal structure in the field and they continue to
affirm early recognition of apparent asymmetries in
normal and reverse polarity fields. The current situa-
tion is unsatisfying, however, as the only agreed-
upon non-GAD signal in the TAF is a contribution
that can be described by an axial quadrupole term
(g2
0) in global spherical harmonic models that is 2–5%

of the axial dipole term. The new directional data
sets available from lava flows will allow better iden-
tification and separation of spatial and temporal field
variations, and mapping of the paleomagnetic field
will be greatly improved, by, at the very least, inclu-
sion of high quality, absolute paleointensity data.

The GGP class of statistical models for PSV have
enabled significant steps forward in PSV studies.
Their major advantage stems from the ability to pre-
dict distributions of any magnetic observable at the
Earth’s surface, and their success has been to predict
summary statistics of intensity and directional data
sets. Several models have been proposed that can
predict the latitudinal variation in VGP dispersion,
and the empirical distribution of virtual axial dipole
moments calculated from intensity data globally, but
none are able to predict regional distributions of
declination and inclination.

The development of new tools is needed to
address many of the outstanding questions regarding
paleofield behavior. These are critical to understand-
ing the long-term role of boundary conditions on
core flow and magnetic field generation, to link
dynamo and paleofield models, and to propose sen-
sible hypothesis tests for examining field behavior
further back in time. Emerging data compilations
indicate that the development of continuously time-
varying regional and global field models spanning the
past) 1My is a realistic goal for the next decade, and
could afford great insight into interactions among
deep-Earth processes.
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